
Name: _____________________________________

Christmas in Camelot
Vocabulary

Chapters 1 - 3 

 Choose the correct definition for each underlined vocabulary word.

 1. After the contest was advertised on TV a surge of people entered in hopes of winning.

a.  race b.  sudden decrease

c.  crowd d.  sudden increase

 2. As soon as I looked out the window I could tell it was going to be a bleak day.

a.  cold, dark b.  warm, sunny

c.  long d.  fun

 

 3. One of the most important features of the Magic Kingdom are its blue turrets.

a.  gates b.  large windows

c.  front doors d.  small towers on a building 

 4. The sorcerer's cloak contained almost as much magic as he did.

a.  large wand b.  long robe, no sleeves, ties at the neck 

c.  crystal ball d.  tall, pointed hat

 5. Casey, our family dog, was gnawing at her bone all afternoon.

a.  playing b.  eating 

c.  smelling d.  biting repeatedly

 6. The small town seemed completely deserted as we passed through Sunday morning.

a.  empty b.  silent

c.  scary d.  old
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ANSWER KEY

Christmas in Camelot
Vocabulary

Chapters 1 - 3 

 Choose the correct definition for each underlined vocabulary word.

 1. After the contest was advertised on TV a surge of people entered in hopes of winning.
d

a.  race b.  sudden decrease

c.  crowd d.  sudden increase

 2. As soon as I looked out the window I could tell it was going to be a bleak day.  a

a.  cold, dark b.  warm, sunny

c.  long d.  fun

 

 3. One of the most important features of the Magic Kingdom are its blue turrets.  d

a.  gates b.  large windows

c.  front doors d.  small towers on a building 

 4. The sorcerer's cloak contained almost as much magic as he did.  b

a.  large wand b.  long robe, no sleeves, ties at the neck 

c.  crystal ball d.  tall, pointed hat

 5. Casey, our family dog, was gnawing at her bone all afternoon.  d

a.  playing b.  eating 

c.  smelling d.  biting repeatedly

 6. The small town seemed completely deserted as we passed through Sunday morning.

a

a.  empty b.  silent

c.  scary d.  old
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